Transportation Solutions

QUEUE MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
Beltrac 3000 Portable Stanchions

The world-renowned, grooved-aluminum Beltrac is our most versatile stanchion, making it the perfect choice for your changing business needs.

- 10-foot or 15-foot-long retractable single belt
- Available with all base & finish options
- Slow-retract mechanism
- 4-way grooved connection

ADA Compliant Double-Belted Stanchion

The world-renowned Beltrac with double belts complies with ADA regulations for walkways.

- 10-foot or 15-foot-long retractable double belts
- Bottom belt sits 22” from floor surface to be “cane detectable.”

Beltrac Magnetic Base Stanchions

Our smallest base yet! Strong magnets keep post firmly in place, yet it’s easily removeable when needed.

- 10-foot or 15-foot-long retractable single or double belt
- Small footprint — 5.5” diameter
- Stainless steel floorplate quickly adheres to floor — no bolts or core-drilling
**Signage-ready JetTrac Dual®**

Instantly block off large areas with the industry’s longest retractable belt safety barrier.

- Dual 65-foot-long retractable belts
- Low center of gravity for easy handling
- Mobile platform with built-in wheels
- Large areas can be easily blocked off by a single person in minutes
- Can block off aircraft as large as a Boeing 737-800

---

**Tempest Outdoor**

Tough and durable to withstand harsh outdoor environments that demand performance and reliability.

**Tempest Outdoor Stanchion**

- 12-foot-long retractable belt
- Recycled rubber base
- Integrated post and base handle

**Tempest Outdoor Signs**

- Twist and click to install
- Custom messaging
- Available in 3 sizes

**Tempest Solar-Powered Beacon**

- Flashing light is visible from over 3,200 feet
- Up to 80 hours of light on a single charge

---

**JetTrac Dual®**

Instantly block off large areas with the industry’s longest retractable belt safety barrier.

- Dual 65-foot-long retractable belts
- Low center of gravity for easy handling
- Mobile platform with built-in wheels
- Large areas can be easily blocked off by a single person in minutes
- Can block off aircraft as large as a Boeing 737-800
Swing Gate

Our Swing Gate effectively keeps waiting passengers from crowding the service area.
- Quickly attaches to Beltrac 3000 stanchions
- Self-closing
- Standard or custom messaging
- 30"w X 12"h

Retractable Belt Safety Barriers

Ideal for temporarily closing, blocking, or restricting access to aisles, doorways and thresholds.
- Available with 10-foot or 15-foot-long retractable belt
- Magnetic mount and belt end option

Shuttletrac® Post Transporters

Innovative public guidance storage and rapid deployment systems.
- Hold and transport up to 18 stanchions
- Small footprint
Edge Tower Sign Stands

A modern, mobile signage system for wayfinding, advertising, and messaging. It’s modular design and dramatic build will enrich your brand and message while creating better customer journeys.

- Double-sided messaging delivers 360° visibility
- Quick-release panels help you change graphics in a flash
- Low-profile wheels provide easy mobility
- Unique design enables seamless integration into queues
- Backlit option brings edge-to-edge brilliance to your graphics

Post-Top Stanchion Signs

Heavy-duty metal sign frames prominently display your message while protecting graphics from the environment.

- 8-way adjustable swivel or fixed design
- Rounded corners for safety
- Many sizes available
Curtain Walls & Gates
Architectural curtain walls and gates provide security, access control, and pedestrian flow.

- Permanent or removable installation
- Magnetic-base option means no floor drilling
- Locking gates provide secure access control
- Four standard heights — 42”, 48”, 60”, and 72”
- Corrosion-resistant, 316-grade stainless steel creates an architectural statement both indoors and out

---

Post & Panel System
Beltrac Post and Panel Barriers can be set-up in minutes, providing a quick yet effective barrier that keeps the public out of secure areas.

- Use as partition walls, public guidance barriers, or as part of a queue
- Hinged connectors allow the panels to be angled in any direction
- Available with clear or solid black inserts
Magnetic Egress Gates
Create a flexible, secure area while enabling easy access for authorized personnel.

- Fixed magnetic-base or portable, weighted base
- Seamlessly integrates with all Beltrac queuing and barrier systems
- Magnetic closure keeps gates firmly closed
- Clear or black panels
- Customizable decals

Queue Guard Panels
Safeguard people in adjacent queue rows with integrated germ barriers.

- Provides an effective physical shield from passengers in adjacent rows of a queue
- Allows people to still have visibility of the entire queue area
- Use with standard 40-inch-tall queuing stanchions, then repurpose later in a standard Post & Panel queuing system

Emergency Breakaway Belt Stanchion

- Available belt-end option on Beltrac 3000 Magnetic Base Stanchions
- Belt simply snaps away from stanchion when met with a force of 12 lbs.
- Prevents queuing passengers from becoming trapped in large queues
- Perfect for public queues where emergency egress option is needed
Take your single line queue to the next level. Lavi electronic queuing systems use wireless technology that uses digital signage and station lights to streamline the way agents hail customers.

- Decreases average wait time
- Increases customer throughput
- Reduces perceived wait time
- Installs quickly and easily
- Improves the customer experience

Hear what our customers have to say:

“
We supply stanchions all over the airport and need the stanchions to be consistent. Lavi has always done a great job for us. I appreciate the quick response and professional attitude.

– Port of Seattle, Airport Ops

We have had Lavi stanchions in our building for 8 years. They are bullet proof!

– American Airlines Center

Southwest Airlines Operations Forecasting found that Qtrac significantly improved their ticket counter efficiency over their standard practice.

– Southwest Airlines

Lavi Industries offers an exceptional product to their customers, which made them an easy choice for our public guidance materials.

– Alaska Airlines

I just want you to know how great you and your company has been to work with. I know that all I have to do is email you what I need and I soon have a confirmation showing that the order is being processed and when it will ship. That makes my job so much easier.

– SkyWest Airline

Serving the Transportation industry for over 40 years.

– DFW Airport
– Los Angeles World Airports
– American Airlines
– United Airlines
– Southwest Airlines
– JFK International Airport
– Air Canada